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2023 Forest River Salem 32RET $38
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Description 2023 Forest River Salem 32RET, Forest River Salem travel trailer 32RET highlights:
Evergreen Mattress 11 Cu. Ft. Refrigerator Custom King Bed Two Awnings Dual
Lounge Chairs ? This luxurious travel trailer has a spacious rear living area for you
to relax in every night! It features two chairs with a table in between and a Versa
Lounge for functional seating across from the entertainment center with a
fireplace. The kitchen island will make your meal prepping easier, and the booth
dinette welcomes you to enjoy your delicious meals here. You will start and end
each day feeling squeaky clean after using the walk-in shower . The front private
bedroom will have you feeling right at home with the walk-in closet, the front wall
closet with an area prepped to add the optional washer and dryer , and the
custom king bed! ? Enjoy years and years of memories with any one of these
Forest River Midwest Salem travel trailers! They are built with a one piece,
SuperFlex roof , a powder coated I-beam frame, and an aerodynamic front radius
profile for an easier tow. The triple seal slide out system prevents water from
seeping inside and keeps it outside where it belongs.The Salem Best In Class
Value Package includes upgraded designer furniture, seamless countertops with
no T-mold, and two zone residential soundbars with FM, Bluetooth, HDMI and
USB. You will also appreciate the heated and enclosed Accessi-Belly with
removable underbelly panels, the power tongue jack with an LED light, the
designated CPAP storage, plus many more convenient features. Come see all of
the other new features today!

Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: 21126196
VIN Number: 35297-21126196
Condition: New
Length: 37
Slideouts: 3

Item address , Claremore, Oklahoma, United States
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